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ABSTRACT: Waddingtonrs evolutionary orientation in tlre 1940s and I95Os

was at odds witrr that of rpst lead:lng American evolutionists. Waddington

stressed ttre integrative capacity of developmental process, whereas integra-

tj-on of genetic system figured much more importantly in the prevailing evolu-

tionary theory. In Waddington's view, his theory of genetic assimilatj-on

foundeda new "post-neo-Darminian" paradigm which, unlike older paradigttts' did

not invoke processes of "random search" in the explanation of evolutionarl' adap-

tation. yet ttrandom search" processes are always anterior and prerequisite to

the assimilative processes upon whj-ch Waddington focused his attention. Gene-

tic assimilation, therefore, is not a revolutionary theory; rather, it is an

i-mportant articulation of "neo-Dar:!'rinian" evolutionary theory. The range of

Waddingtonrs evolutionary thought is unfortunately lisr-ited. Witle the exception

of the problem of adaptation, he does not, as a general rule, treat of concrete,

specific evolutionarry probtems in depth. When he does discuss specific evolu-

tionary issues, his treatment is generally brief and highly theoretical, and

hardty suitable to the task of directing positive research. Again, Waddingtonrs

claim of paradigim reformulation appears insupportable.

Waddi-ngtonr s Evolutionary Thought: Background

The rediscovery of Mendelian geneLics in 1900 set the stage for a radical

transformation of Darwinian tleory. In the course of the first 30 to 35 years

of ttris century, population genetics came to play an increasingly important

role in evolutionary theory; for much of the second quarter of tLre century, the

mathematical models of Fisher, HaLdane and Wright figured centrally in impor-

tant circles of evolutionary thought. In the years of 1930 to 1960, however,

the view of the evolutj-onary process associated with the Fisher-Haldane-Wright

"classical population genetics" was subjected to severe and general crit icism.

C.H. Waddington was, without a doubt, one of the most vehement and persistent

crit ics of classical population genetics, which he rather idiosyncratically

preferred to term the "neo-Darvrinian paradigm. "
!'laddington's description of ttre "neo-Da::winian" model of evolutionary pro-

cess can be summarized in three points: l) genes are isoLated functional uni-

ties whose selecti-ve value remains invariant in different genetic mifieus; 2)

genetic variation is provided by a process of gene mutation-recombination that

is totally random, i.e. wholly independent of selective (or other directed)

pro..""""; 3) adaptation is the byproduct of a process of natural selection

acting upon genes (again, this selective process is wholly independent of the

genes upon which it acts). In Waddingtonrs own words:

... the evolutionary systern :.... has often been envisaged as

consisting of no more tltan a set of genotypes which are in-

fluenced, on the one hand, by a completely ind'ependent and

random process of mutatj-on and, on the other. by processes

of natural selection which again are in no way determined by
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the nature of the genotypes submitted to them.'
I{addington could not abide this "random search" model of the evolutj-onary pro-

cess. He was, of  course, a professional  developmental  b io logist ,  and objected

most vigorously tc the "neo-Darwinian" trivi l ization of the all- important dif-

ference between genotype and phenotype. Waddington's own conception of the evo-
lutionary process was premised upon close attent.ion to epigenetlc phenomena'

most particuJ-arly the followinq points:

1) phenotypes are the manifestations of complex and coordinated systems

under genotypic control.
2) the environment may be very directly involved in epigenesis.
3) development generally tends toward relatively definite end states (e.9.

a discrete organ), and there is a canalization of development pathways which

buffers the developmental system from disruption by environmental and genetic

abnormalit ies.
These epigenetic concepts immediately contradict the premises of the "neo-

Darwinian paradigmr" especially its assumption that genes act as independent

units of function and possess fixed selective value. Thinking of the phenotype

in developmental terms (point 1), as a set of epigenetic processes rather than

simply the inevitable morphologicat and physiological result of those processes,

is incompat ib le wi th "bean bagr" or c lassical  populat ion genet ics,  for  the com-
plexity and coordination of developmental processes imply that the genetic sys-

tem which underlies these processes is interactive, and to some extent, inte-
grated. This,  in turn,  leads direct ly to the real izat ion that i t  general ly makes

very l itt le sense to speak of the selective value of an individual gene, for

the selective value of any particular gene must be contingent upon how it func-

tions in combination with the rest of the genotype--it depends on the genetic

milieu. Relatedly, canalization provides that a genetic change may well not

lead to phenotypic change, and this again belies the artif iciality of label-

ing genes with f ixed select ive coeff ic ients.  Last ly,  point  2 reveals a some-

times insufficiently appreciated cybernetic connection between selective pres-

sures and genotypes, and thus contradicts the third principle of "neo-Darwinism"
cited above.

Thus, the most basic epigenetic principles cannot be accommodated within

the framework of classical population genetics, and epigenetics undoubtedly
played an important part in the abandonment of classical population genetics.

The first point stressed above is of particular importance in this connectj-on.

Indeed, the repudiation of classical population genetics can hardly be disasso-

ciated from the r ise of  genet ic integrat ionist  theor ies.  For example,  the
penul t imate sect ion of  Ernst  Mayr 's 1955 CSH art ic le is ent i t led:

TI{E NEW POPULATION GENETICS
The t i t le of  today's discussion, the integrat ion of  geno-

types, is indicaLive of the trend of development in this
f ietd.  Classical  populat ion genet ics deal t  wi th absolute
values, genes were either contributing to fitness or were

deleterious. Expressed in mathematics it described the

essential properties of populations in terms of frequencies
of genes. The current Symposium has focused attention on a

*t

Evotution of an Evolutionist (Ithaca: Cornell1.  C.H. Waddington, The
Unj-versi ty Press,  L9-75),  p.  58.  I t  should be noted that very few'  i f  any,

of  the leading evolut ionists of  th is century actual ly held such a s impl i f ied

conception of the evolutionary process.
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development which has been gathering momentlxn for some years.

It, is, so to speak, a theory of relativity in the field of
population genetics. A gene is no longer considered as

having a fixed, absolute selectj.ve value- Rather its con-

tri.lcution to fitness is relative and may change. It depends,

on the nature of ttre genotype of which it is a component-... '

Ttre tie with ep:-genetics surfaces later in the article:
According to classical genetics a gene produces a chernical
(a gene product), which in turn affects one or several char-

acters, which in turn determine the visjlcility or the selec-

tive value of ttre bearer of tlris gene. Not only ttre chenulcal

nature of the gene product, but also the period in the de-

velopmental process when it is produced, and tlre average

amount produced may be specific properties of genes. Never-

theless !!re are no longer convinced ttrat tttis determines auto-

natically a fixed viability. After all, a gene product does

not shape an organ directly, rather it enters into a develop-

mental process. Ttre evolutionary fitness of the final pheno-

type depends on the suitability of this gene product to con-

trjbute to the development of a superior phenotype in col-

laboration with al1 ttre other gene products and in the re-

spective environment in which ttre zygote develops.3
yet caution is in order here. Despite the causal l ink connecting genetic

and developmental phenomena, a sophistj-catedly epigenetic evolutionary per-

spective is not compatible with an unreserved endorsement of genetic integra-

tionist theory. It is therefore not surprising that Waddington was by no

means in complete accord with the theories of genetic integration which gained

such prominence in the 1940s and 1950s in America. His evolutionary orienta-

tion remained, to a significant degree, genuinely different from that of the

American matinstream. Ttre remainder of ttris section attempts to elucidate the

broad out$-ne of Waddingtonfs evolutionary ttrought within the context of a

theoretical confrontation with genetic integrationist ideas.

The concept of genetic integration was originally applied on ttre level

of tf ie genotype. Ttris is typified by Dobzhanskyrs "balance theory," a theory

of co-adaptation (balance and cooperation) among the genes of the individual

organism. fn Dobzhanskyrs view, the history of evolution entailed ttre evolu-

tion of increasingly complex and coordinated developmental systems, and tLtis

in turn i-1'oplied increasing co-adaptation of the genotlpes that controlled

these developmental sYstems :
Progressive evolut' ion has, on the whole, led to a greater

and greater complexity of the developmental processes, and

accordingly to more and more interdependence and integration

of the gene-induced reactions-4

2. Mayr, E., "r,nteqration of 
""r,olypt: 

Synthesis," cold lpring Harbor

Symposium on Quant i tat ive eiology 24 ( f959):  pp- 332-33

3. Mayr,  E. ,  CSH Symposium 24 ( f959):  p-  327.

4. Dobzhansky, ,t., "The Evolution of Genes and Genes in Evolutionr" CSH

Symposiun 24 ( f959) z p.  26 and p- 23-

11he investigation of tlre genetics of natural populations was also of

great importance in the shift from classical to the new population genetics.

Thus Dobzhansky (CSII 1955) states: "Evolution involves far-reaching reconstruc-

tion of integrated. gene systems. Evidence of t leis comes, before all else, from

genetic analyses of differences between related species, and also betrareen
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Dobzhansky tended to stress tlre controlling role of the genetic system, and
viewed the co-adapted genotype as the fundamental source of developmental co-
ordination, and integrative capacity in general. His view in this connectj-on
was lpre or less typical. Waddington, however, did not feel that ttre complex
coordination of developmental- processes required a corresponding degree of
genefic inteqration. Whereas for Dobzhansky "more and more interdependence and
integration of the 3ene induced reactions" clearly inplied more and more inte-
gration of ttre underlying genotypes, Waddington did not. feel the strict neces-
sity of the eguation. In fact, Waddington believed that the developmental
processes themselves, rather ttran ttre underlying genetic system, served as the
most important level of coord.j.nation. In an article entitled, "Ihre Integration
of Gene-controlled Processes and Its Bearing on Evolution" (emphasis mine),
Waddington states,

The first point to be noticed about the living ttrings which
confront us when we turn our attention to the processes of
evolution or to the phenomena of development is ttre outstand-
ing fact which we acknowledge when we refer to them as lorgan-
ismsl--the fact, that is to say, that they are integrated sys-
tems, each of whose parts is related by an intricate nexus of.
reaction and interactj-on with every other part. Thj-s integra-
tion or organisation forces itself on our attention in Lhe first
place as a characteristic of the entire functioning anirnal. It.
is an organisation of physiological processes, and since tlrese
processes must themselves be ultimately controlled by genes, it
follows ttrat what we first notice is an integration of gene-con-
trolled processes. This is the prior phenomenon with which we
have to deal. Now it, is of course true ttrat this integration
has been built up during ttre course of evolution, and it is

SrcssiJcle that, to a qreater or lesser extent, evoluLion of the
genetic determinants themselves, for instance by the formation
of co-adapted complexes held together by inversions or close
linkage. But it should be emphasized tiat the phenomenon of
integration which challenges us for an explanation is integra-
tion at the level of the organism and its functional parts; in-
tegration at the level of the gene is a secondary affair, to be
either postulated on theoretical grounds or revealed by nore or
less subtle experi:nentation. Ttrere is no a priori reason why
there should not be a considerably greater degree of integra-
tion of the gene-controlled processes than there is of the genes

subspecj-es or races." Yet, despite tlt is strong statement, it is questionable

that mere observation of the polygenic differences pervading natural popula-

tions could. of itself, lead. to a pronounced emphasis on genetic integration.

Recognition of the ubiqrrity of gene interaction does not necessarily demand
tkre emphasis on coadaptation so prorninent in evolutionary theory in t}e 1950s.

In addition to field population geneLics, experimental Snpulation genetics

and plant and animal breedinq work were undoubtedly of primary importance

Lo the rise of the "New Population Geneticsr" and some workers (e.g. wright)

in these experimental disciplines did interpret their results in an epigenetic
perspective. A thorough study of all the developments which led evolutionists
to reformulate evolutionary tlreory upon tlte "New Population Genetics" and

repudiate to no small degree, "classical population genetics," cannot be

offered here.
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themselves: and we shall see tlrat there is good reason to
believe that ttris is in fact ttre c.s".5

Waddington then goes on to discuss cellular reactions and attempts to use dif-
ferential equations to show that "if the synttretic processes (cellular reac-
tj.ons) interact wittr one another in the way we have discussed, " a set of
stable end-states, or equil iSrial positions wil l result; he states'

Such a system then, would exhibit the two major characteristics
of developmental canalisation; it would tend towards one or other
of a finite number of distinct end-states, and the attainment of
a particular end state would be relatively independent of minor
variations in the earlv conditions.6

For
rive
tem.

Gj.ven Waddington's ernphasis on developmental integration, it, was onJ.y
natural that he should doubt, the plausibility of many of tlre arguments that

underlay geneLic co-adaptation theory. Waddjngton was not convj-nced of the
existence of genetic mechanisms which would permit an extremely high degree of
genetic integration to be maintained in a population, and felt that those gene-

tic mechanisms which had been suggested were inadequate in this regard. Ilrus,
in the following passages, he rejects li::kage and heterozygosity as adequate
explanations for ttre integration of gene-controlled processes:

Quantitati-ve characters often do not behave in ir:heritance as
ttrough they are controlled by independent additive genes' but
rather as though they are ttintegrated" or "coordinatedtt in some
way. One attempt to cope with the situation has been rnade by
Mather...he postulated. some purely genetical complications to
explaj.n the appearance of integratj-on, suggestj-ng that there is a
special category of genes concerned with such characfers, that
they are linl<ed together into balanced complexes. ltris theory
has, however, not been regarded as adequate in general, although
it may apply in particular cases...the problem is not soleLy
genetical...the integration is largely-a property of the develop-
mental system producing the character. /

And agaj-n,
...ttre point which I wish to make is that the developmental
canalisation cannot be fully accounted for in terms of the
types of integration of the genetic elements which have so
far been suggested. Thus a canalised process may be affected
by genes in rnany different chromosomes, and the organisation
of ttre process cannot arise to any large extent from genetic

linkage. Sinuilarly, developmental buffering cannot be attri-
buted solely to obligatory heterozygosity, both because it
must certainly involve inter-locus interactions, and because
it occurs in connectj-on with genes which cannot be heterozy-
gous (e.g.  sex-I inked ones in the heterogametic sex).  Both
tinkage and heterozygosity may, of course, play a part in the
buffering of the action of a genotype which has been subjected

5. c.n] w"aaington, "The
and lts Bearing on Evolution, "
pp. 232-233.

6.  Ib id. ,  p.236.
7 . Strategy of Genes.

Waddington, the "cyberneticr " autoregulatory
primarily from integration abpye the level

qualities of development de-
of the underlying genetic sys-

Integration of Gene-controlled Processes
Caryologia, Supplement to Vohme VI (1954)
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to natural selection but they are to be regarded as secon-
dary improvements on a system of canalisation whose basic

mechanism is of another kind.8
Waddingtonrs particular orientation is also reflected in his de-em-

phasis of the importance of physiological genetics for evolutionary theory.

It is significant that he entitled his most extensive work on evolutionaq;

issues ttre StrategY of Genes. In the j-ntroductory chapter, Waddinqton

states:
[Developmental genetics and the study of thre genetic con-
stitution of natural populations] are mainly concerned,
however, wj.th what I should venture to call tactical ques-

tions. Ttrey aim at elucidating the way in which indivi-
dual genes operate during development, or the nature of

the genetic differences between very nearly related popu-

lations which nay or may not be engaged in any rnajor

evolutionary advance. I wish to discuss the strategic
question: how does development produce entities which have

Fom, in the sense of integration or wholeness, how does

evolution bring into beinq orqanisms which have Ends in the

sense of  goal  seeking or direct iveness?.. .
It rnay even be that ttre answers to the most basic

tactical questions are not merely inessential, but, are

actually more or less irreLevant, to the strategic problems

... if we decide tlrat selection operating on the genetic sys-

temof population can bring about gradual alterations of the

metric characteristicsofits individuals, it is more or less

irrelevant to ttre evolutionary consequences of these changes

whethrer they depend on a special class of gene-loci such as

the heterochromatic polygenes invoked by laa*ter, or on a

special type of allele, such as the iso-alleles of Stern and

others, or whether there is noLhing very special about tLre
genes at all '  except that their effects are rattrer small.

Again, ttre tactical problems, immensely interesting as they

are, and fundamentally important in their own context are

targely irrelevant to the strategic questions-9

Waddj.ngtonrs drift here is consistent witlr his opinion that integrative

capacities lay prirnarily within the developmental, rather than the genetic,

system. Given this position, detailed understanding of ttre way to which

genes control the prelirninary biochemical reactions in ontogeny is of no

great use in solving evolutionary problems. On t.i.e otfier hand, if genetic

systemitsel f issupposedtobethepr imarlr levelof integrat ion,detai led
investigations of the nanner in which genetic integration is achieved, main-

tained, and manj-fested in the first stages of development are of great evo-

lutionary conseguence. Thrus, Mayrrs article, "TLle Integration of-Genotypes:

Syntheses,"  he statest
Such phenomena as balanced Snlymorphism, heterosis, and

epitasis are definitely in the zone of overlap of ldevelop-
mental and population geneticsl. A nurnber of different treat-

ments of these phenomena are possible and were attempted by

one or the other contributor to this Syrnposium. Neither tlre

purely mathematical-genetic form of treatment (additive, etc.,
*

8.  lb id.
9.  Ib id. ,  p.  9,  10.
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contribution to tkre fitness of the genotype) nor ttre
purely evolutionary treatment (selective value, adapted-
ness) has been a full success. Tttis is not surprising
since both lead to interpretations that are based on an
oversimplif ied analysis of second order phenomena. A full
understanding of these phenomena cannot be expected unless
they are interpreted in termts of gene action, that is in
terms of physiological genetj-cs.l0

Lerner (1955) strikes a siroilar chord,
I would like to note the impression that much of our work
manifests the need to bring into camp physiologica] and
developmental geneticists working at a1l levels of indi-
vidual differences from isolated allelic substitution of
ttre genotype as a whole. It may be illegitjmate or irre-
levant to ask why of pop genetics; the what can be answered,
by observation and statisLical analysis; but the how will
f ind its reply in ecological, physiological, embryological,
biochemical...studies of gene interaction and balance. Popu-
lation genetics may not engulf all of genetics, but it is
indeed ready to exploit much of the information and many
of ttre techniques of the other branches.l l

as does Stebbins (1959),

Tlre conclusj-on which we can reach from the present symposium
regardj-ng this first unsolved problem is that our efforts to
understand tire action of natural selection in higher organisms
will be increasingly thwarted by our ignorance of developmental
genetics, on which the "why" of selective advantage largely
dePends.12

In ttre late 1940s, nany evolutionary theorists tended to concentrate
upon developing theories of genotypic co-adaptation; in the 1950s, many evo-
lutionists shifted their focus to theories of genetic integration on tlre level
of the Mendelian population. while it is not easy, conceptually or mechanis-
tically, to consider tlre integration of the genotype and integration of ttre
gene pool as separate phenomena, it is indubitable ttrat an increased emphasis
on tlre population rattrer ttran ttre individual had subtly altered the context.
in whj-ch evolutj-onary problens were considered by the mid-1950s. Ample evi-
dence for ttre reality of this shift may be found in the 1955 CSH s1'mposium.
For exanple, Lerner, in his concluding survey, l ists "the significant land-
marks of population genetics in ttre 30 or 40 years since its genesis"; the
last two r' landmarkst' are:

(5) The origin and expansion of the concepts of balanced and
co-adapted genotypes together with the efforts to d.etermine
their genetic bases; and (6) Ttre deduction of the existence of
an integrated structure in Mendelian populations and the conse-
quences arising therefrom.

Lerner goes on:
It is tie last point mentioned which I would consider to pro-
vide us with tire most excitement at the moment, and which is
the essence of the current instar of evolutionary thought...
because of it we are moving towards a more sophj-sticated view

***

I0.  E.  Mayr,  CSH 20, P. 327.
11 .  I .M. Lerner,  S 20, P. 337.

L2. G.L.  Stebbins,  CSH 24'  P.  3A7.
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of evolutionary processes. (Recognition of ttre existence of
supra-individual entities leads us to question some of our
cherished assumptions about nature and about breedinq im-
provement. )

Although not all of the papers presented reflected ttris
new stagie of population genetics, nor, do probably all the
participants share my enthusiasm for it, a major part of our
debates was colored by awareness of it. Indeed, I would say

' that most of the work &lscussed here, about which it is pos-
sible to make generalisations, contributes perhaps against ttre
desires of some of the authors, to ttre elaborations of the con-
cept of population properties as contrasted wittr those indivi-
duals.13

Many of Waddj-ngtonts evolutj-onary ideas contested the tlreoretical pre-
nises of genotypic co-adaptation; ttris conflict is only exacerbated when
genetic integration of Mendelian populations comes under question. Wadding-
tonts developmental orientation was intrinsically bound to an emphasis on
individual (rather ttran populatj-on) level integrative capacities, for epi-
genetic development is solely a phenomenon of the in&Lvidual. Furthermore,
in the systematic relations of ttre evolutj-onary process, the integrative capa-
city present at the level of the individual reduces the potential for integra-
tion of ttre populat'ion gene pool . The 'production and maintenance of a high
level of population level genetic Jntegration must depend upon a fairly strict
and durable selective regime, yet many developmental phenomena tend to relax
ttre stringency of selection. fhe self-regulati-ng properties of developmental
reactj-ons render superbly integrated, genotlpes (and gene 5nols) unnecessarl'i
strong developmental buffering (canafisatlon) may neutralize the negative
effect of trntentially deleterious genes and inharmonious gene combinatj-ons,
and thus shield such genes (and grene groups) from selection. Genetic homeo-
stasis--the persistence of particular genes and,/or gene groups in a population

--is associated wittr genetic integration; Waddington states:
..ttre evolution of a canalisat' ion is, in some ways, anta-
gonistic to genetic homeostasis. ILre more narrowly canal-
ised is ttre development of a character. the less will changes
in gene frequency come to phenotypic expression, and the less
will be the tendency to genetic homeostasis.l4

In general, then, the capacity of natural selection to fine-tune and in-
tegrate a gene pool is dirninished by the auto-regulatory coordination of de-
velopmental processes. Tlrus, a criticism of population integration theory can
be br.uilt upon two premises: (1) selection acts primarily on the level of the
individual; population level genetic integration must therefore occtlr as a by-
produce of selection acting on the level of the individual, but (2) individual
level selection produces developmental integrative capacity that hinders,
rather tha-n fosters, the evolution of integrative capacity at the level of the
population.

Few evolutionists in the 1950s perceived this objection clearly; the
rather simple premises of the criticism were not well assirn-ilated into the evo-
lutionary mainstream in the 1950s. Unfortunately, the population emphasis in
the 1950s was so pronounced that certain evolutionists did not recognize the
first premise. For example, Dobzhansky, in his renowned third edition of

Genetics and the Oriqin of Species (1951), often states bluntly that the
xt

13.  I .M. Lerner,  CSH 20, p.  335.
14. Waddington, Strategy of  Genes, P. 42.
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llendelian population is the unit of selectj-on. In ttre followj-ng quotation
from tlre 1959 CSll Syngnsium Dobzhansky appears totally oblivious to the prob-
Iem of effective level of selection:

The challenges of the environment are...met by lhigher
organismsl in two ways. On the indi"vidual level, the adapted-
ness lies in a homeostatj-c buffering of the developmental pat-
tern. On the population Level, a great array of genotypes is
built to exploit ttre different spatial and temporaL facies of
the environment.15

Ttris passage illustrates quite clearly that Dobzhansky did not feel the need
to establish explicit connections between the genetical implications of de-
velopmental homeostasis for the individuaL, on the one hand., and the popula-
tion' on the ottrer. Rather, Dobzhansky implies that the population res;rcnds
to selective pressures in a way dj.stinct from the response of its constituent
individuals, giving no indication that t}le genetical i-rnplicatj-ons of develop-
mental homeostasis may be of great, consequence to the constitution of the gene
pool .

Similarly, premi-se 2 was often poorly understood. Many evoluLionists in
the 1950s held serious nisconceptions about evolution-related epigenetic is-
sues. For example' in 1953, Simpson devoted a whole article to ttre Baldwin
effect ("organic selection") in which he revealed virtual total ignorance of
waddingtonrs much more sophisticated id,eas on the issue of the role of environ-
ment in the evolution of adaptations. Dobzhansky also evid,enced serious mj-s-
understandings concerning developmental canalisation and j-ts implications.

Wadd.ingtonrs rcanalisation': is evid,ently a part of t lre
general physiological phenomenon of homeostasis as d,efined
by Cannon (1932). Homeostatic maintenance of t lee 'steady stater'
of the organism in the face of changing environments is possible
only thanks to a remarkable plasticity of the physiological ma-
chinery. For example, the ionj-c concentration of ttre blood in
mammaLs remains constant because the kidneys are worki-ng differ-
ently when too much or too l itt le salt is ingested,. Ttre rsteady
state| which is maintaj-ned is ttrat whj-ch permits the body c'o re-
main alive and to continue its development along one of the
phylogeneti-cally established adaptive paths. Functional homeo-
stasis, with its marvelous reversible reactionslffiIE-E G--im-
portant in the maintenance of health and well-being, thus results
in developmental homeostasis .16

Waddington correctly points out that tkris is all wrong.
...canalisation is, in some ways, antagonj-stic both to genetic
homeostasis and to physiological homeostasis..a high capacity
for physiological homeostasis implies that when the environmenr
is altered development will be nodified in such a way that the
organs can carry out their physiological functions withr normal
effj-ciency i-n the new circumstances, and thj-s may necessitace a
departure from canalisation.lT

Dobzhansky and Simpson could hardly thinl< intelh-gently in the matter of canal"-
isation' selection level, and evolution given such poor understanding of de-
velopmental buffering.

I. M- Lerner understood the selection level problem quite clearly:
It seems obvious that properties of populations, as much as

15. Dobzhansky, CSH 24, p.  24.
15. Dobzhansky, CSH 20, p.  7.
17. Waddington, Strateg:y of  Genes, p.  42.
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properties of individ.uals, have evolved under the action
of natural selecti-on. At the sa.ne time it is not i:nme-
diately clear as to how natural selection operating on
ttre individual level could lead to the development of
integrating factors at ttre level of populations. Many
students of evolution (e.9. Fisher, L932' Simpson, 1941)
have stressed tLre fact fleat natural selection cannot be
concerned wi*r properties of units higher than the indi-
vidual....Ttre erzolution of the integrative characteris-
tj-cs of Mendelian populations must have occurred under this
view as a by-product of individual selection.l8

Lerner, alone anong evolutionists, tackled this reticulative problem head on,
and attempted to "construct a genetic model on the basis of which the more com-
plex integrative properties of Mendelian populations can emerge from evolution-
ar1' forces operating on individual genotlrpes."lg Yet, Lerner also evidenced
an unsatisfactory r:nderstanding of evolutj-on related developmental issues--his
nodel was built upon Waddj.ngtonrs concept of canalization! Lernerrs ttresis
ttrat heterozygosity per se acts as a homeostatic device on both the individual
and population level was, by 1959, widely held to be largely invalid. V0adding-
ton himself, of course, held it to be tlreoretically implausiSle.

problems of selection and epigenetic phenomena are also confused in Schmal-
hausents influential Factors of Evolution. In thj-s text, Schmalhausen stresses
the role of "stabilizing selection" in evolution. Waddj.ngton clarifies that
this term covers two very different selective processes. Ttre fi-rst, which Wad-
dington calls "normalising selectlon" is the process by which "selection nay
act in a stabilizing manner to preserve the original phenotypic character by
elinrinating new deleterious mutations.rr Waddington describes t}is type of se-
lection as a mechanism prornoting genetic homeostasis' B,la Lerner.

...a population inhabiting a uniform environment exhibits
a phenomenon which has been called I genet.i-c homeostasis'
(Lerner, 1954). The frequency with which any particular
gene is present in ttre population settles down to an equi-
IiJcrium which is detenrined by the pressures of selection'
mutation, n-igration, etc. If some slight change from tfle
equilibrium position is brought about...then these pressures
will bring the freguency back to the equil5Jcrium, ttre selec-
tion pressure being usually the most effective magnet in
ttris return.20

Because it enhances genetic homeostasis, normalising selection is clearly
eminently suited to foster coadaptation of gene pools. Ettis is not ttre case
wittr the other mode of "stabilising selectlon, " which Waddington terms "canal-
ising selection" and descriSes as follows:

Phenotypic constancy and uniformity of a population
could be ensured by selection in favor of genotypes
which control developmental systems which are highly
canalised and ttrerefore not very responsive eitler

**)t

18. I.M. Lerner, Genetj-c Homeostasis (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1954):
^A

19. Certain other evolutionists (e.9. Mayr) did recognize this problem more

or less clearly, but Lerner apparently felt its importance most urgently. Whereas

Genetic Homeostasis is a fuJ.l length book devoted to this problem, no otkrer evo-

lutionist proferred a comprehensive solution in print.

20. Waddington' Strategy of Genes' p. 72.
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to a-bnormalities in ttre environment or to new gene mutations
of a ninor charactet.2l

Clear1y, it is canalising selectj-on which poses problems for the concept of
the inteqrated gene poo1. vfladdington is correct in claining that, while Schmal-
hausen describes botJ- types of selection, he fails to distinguish tiem explicitly.
For example, in one important passage in an introduction to a section, Schmal-
hausen describes the two forms of selection, but terms them both stabilisj-ng
selectj-on, and his discussion of one blurs anrbiguously into his discussion of
the other. He does not, in any one place, clearly expound the evolutionary
implications of one of these types of selection. and then discuss the very dif-
ferent, evoluLionary implications of the other.

Waddington's general conception of the system of evolution, in its emphasis
on the integrative capacity of developmental processes rather than genetic sys-
tems, differed significantly from that of ma.ny important evolutionists. Fur-
thermore, it is apparent that waddington had a clearer conception of the prob-
Iqns relaLing to selection level, canalisation and d,evelopmental coordination
and evolution than npst evolutionists. fhe question remains: to what extent
did waddington, building upon his epigenetic-evolutionaq' premises, formulate
a comprehensive and coherent new view of evolutionary process--i.e. succeed in
articul-ating a rrpost-neo-Da:lrinian paradigrm"? An answer to this question de-
mands moving from broad evolutj-onary outline to a.n analysis of Waddj.ngtonrs
treatment of specific fundamental evolutionary problems.

A CRITICA], ASIAIYSIS OF WADDINGTONIS EVOLUTIONARY TIIOUGIII:
PART I: THE PROBI.EM OF ADAPTATION

In his career as evolutionist, Waddington focused most of his energies up-
on that issue which he considered least explicable withj-n the framework of the
prevailing neo-Danrini-an theory: the problem of adaptation.

Waddington did not believe thatamechanism of random mutation and non-
teleological selection could produce the remarkable adaptations so familiar in
the natural world. In an article entitled 'rDoes Evolution Depend on Random
Search" Waddington quotes and tacitly concurs witlr the following statement:

According to molecular biologyr we have a space of objects
(genotypes) endowed with notLting more t.l:an a typographic
topology. Threse objects correspond (by individual develop-
ment) with the members of a second space having anottrer topo-
logy (ttr"t of concrete physico-chemical systems in ttre real
world). Neo-Danrinism asserts that it is conceivable wittrout
anyttring further, ttrat selection based upon the structure of
the second space brings a statistically adapted drift (effect-

ing adaptation), when random changes are performed in the first
space in accordance wi-ttr its own structure. We believe that this
is not conceivalrLe.Z2

Waddington felt that a salisfactory solution to the problem of adaptation could
only be achieved witlrin the.framework of an evolutlonary theory premised upon
a sophi-sticated understandi-ng of epigenetic principles. fhe three epigenetic
principles previously outl ined are all incorporated in his "solution" to the
problem of adaptation, the theory of genetic assimilation.

Waddington (1975) describes the process of genetic assimilation as fol-
lows:

*
L\.  ryru. t  P.  t - .

22.  waddington (1975),  p.  184.
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The process of genetic assimilatj-on is one by which a
phenotypic character, which initially is produced only
in response to some environmental influence, becomes,
through a process of selectlon, taJcen over by the geno-
type, so that it is formed even in tfie absence of the
environmental influence which had at fi.rst been neces-
sary '23

The mechanism of genetic assj:rilation can perhaps best be described by
comparing it with that of "organic selectionr " a concept first dJ-seussed by
James Mark Baldwin and C. Lloyd Morgan around the turn of ttre century. the
processes of genetic assimilation and organic selection can be most easily
conceptualized with the aid of l{addingtonrs diagrammatic representation of
the "epigenet ic landscape" (Fig.  f ) .

Figure I. The epigenetic landscape.
(A11 figures reprinted from C. ii. Wadd,ington,
The Evolution of an Evolutioni-st,. Copyright

pennission
of publisher, Cornell University Press.

*

the tylngraphy of the landscape is deternrined by the genotype. Each point. on
the landscape represents a different phenotypic state, and the course of de-
velopment is represented by the ball rolling down the landscape. It is clear
that development will tend to proceed along certain pathways--ttre valleys of
the landscape--toward d.iscrete endpoints. While genetic or environmental ab-
normalities nay push the ball away from the valley floor up a hillside, if the
ball is not pushed over a hil1, it wil l tend to return to the valley floor in
ttre normal course of developmental buffering, or to use Waddingtonts own ter-
minologTy, developmental "canalisation. "

A comparison of the processes of genetic assimilation and organic selection

23. Waddington (1975),  p.  59.
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to a trait involving developmental
)4

thresholds is i l - lustrated inin reference
k l dlr f6 )

F igure 2.  Modif icat ion of  the epigenet ic landscape by
selection. The upper left drawing shows the situation
in the unselected foundation stockr a developmental
modification Y wil l occur only if an environmental stress
(white arrow) forces the developing system to cross a
threshold or col. The upper right f igure shows the Baldwin-
Lloyd Morgan hypotheses--that a new gene mutation (black
arrow) appears which substitutes for the environmental stress,
everything else remaining unaltered. The two lower figures
show stages in the selection of genotypes in which the thres-
hold is lowered (requir ing only a 'smal l r  gene mutat ion or,
eventually, a single specifiable mutation) and the course of
the developmental modification is made more definite and
directed to the opt imal end-resul t ,  Yl .

***

24. Phenotylpic traits may be classified into two types for purposes of
s impl ic i ty.  First ,  there are those trai ts which are general ly manj- fested
in an al l  or  none fashion (e.9.  crossveinless wings in Drosophi la) .  The
development of  these trai ts presumably involves thresholds:  i .e.  i f  a cer-
ta in level  of  b iochemical  act iv i ty is at ta ined, the t ra i t  wi l - l  be manifested
in normal form, while if biochemical activity remains below that threshold,
the trait is not manifested at all. The second type of traj-t is not mani-
fested in an al l  or  none fashion; a gradat ion of  phenotypic expression is pos-
sible (e.9.  ostr ich caf losi t ies).  The development of  th is type of  t ra i t  pre-
sumably does not involve threshold phenomena. The pr inciples of  the genet ic
assimi lat ion process are ident ical  for  both types of  t ra i ts;  however,  thres-
hold traits lend themselves more easil-v to diaqrammatic representation.
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.j1lre comparison is more clearly illustrated in diagrammatic form for threshold

traits, but the principles remain the same for non-threshold traits.

As Waddington correctly points out, orgranic selection does not depend

upon the fact that tJ:e genotype controls an organism's capacities to react

adaptively to external exigencies. If phenotype A is advantageous in new en-

vironment E, "genetic assirnilation" of phenotype A must wait upon the chance

occurrence of a dis:rete rnutational or recombinational event mA' which pro-

duces A. Ttre capacity of the organism to develop A somatically within environ-

ment E is not important in this mechanism, for the selective pressures asso-

ciated witll E play no role in "setting ttre stage" (Waddington) for adaptive

mutational change; they do not increase the probabj-lity of mA.

Waddington emphasizes ttrat the complexity of ttre genetic control of de-

velopment makes it improbable that a single mutational event could produce any-

thing but the simplest physiotogical or morphological adaptation, and he there-

fore discards organic selection as a general mechanism of genetic adaptation.

On a more fi:ndamental leveI, he points out that regardless of whetlrer or not

organic selection occurs in nature, the concept itself contains nothing what-

soever novel for evolutionary ttreory. ILre 'rttreory" amounts to the observation

that the ability of the organism to develop somatic adaptation may enable them

to remain in a new environment r:ntil favorable mutations occur and dress them

out, in a genotype appropriate for their new surroundings.

In contrast, ttre process of geneti-c assimilation is premised upon impor-

tant and novel sophistications of ttre older neo-Darwinian explanations of ad-

aptation, which were traditionally couched wholly in terms of the statj.stics

of random mutation and. selective coefficients. The remodeling of the epigene-

tic landscape which transpires in tfie course of genetic assimilation does, of

course, occur ttrrough mutadons which are randon wittr respect to the environ-

ment. yet, in attempting to understand. the evolution of adaptations, it is

crucial to recognize, as Waddington did,, that a rather rigid genetic deter-

rnlna1:ion of a particular phenotype may be built up in many smal1 genetic steps,

each sg-ghtly favorable mutation (at least originally) requiring aFsistance of

an envirorunental stimulus to allow expression of the favorable phenotype.r.and

ffin of the selective advantage of ttrat nu!4tj!cq. TLtus, while

individual mutational,/recombinational events are completely random throughout

the process of genetic assirnilation, there is a directed reconstruction of tlre
(population) genetic structure and epigenetic landscape. The environment

directs this reconstruction in two ways: it endows certain genotypes with a

realiza.ble selective advantage by dint of its active role in ontogenet'ic de-

velopment, and it selects against those genotypes lacking the capacity to

capitalize on the potentj.al guiding of development by the environment. By en-

acting this dual role of selective agent and ontogenetic auide, the environ-

ment shapes the population genotype in such a way ttrat the final step in the

process of genetic assimifation--ttre occurrence of a mutation or recombination

which "si:bstitutes" for the environmentrs role in development--becomes ex-

tremely probable.
yet, whj-Ie genetic assimilation j-s certainly a part of the solution to

the probtem of adaptation, it leaves the most enigmatic questions pertaining

to ttris problem unanswered. In discussing ttre problem of ad.aptaUlon it is

helpful to follow Waddington in distingruishing exogenous from pseudo-exogenous

adaptations. He describes the former as that category of adaptations "in which

an animal living' under particular circumstances, or behaving in a particular

way, itself becomes nodified so as to be better f itted for its special circum-

stances.,, Examples include the strengthening of muscles wittr use, thre callous-

ing of skin upon its repeated rubbing, the hypertrophy of one kidney upon
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rerrpval of the other. Waddington describes pseudo-exogenous adaptations as

those adaptations "in which the animal exhjSits characteristics similar to

effects which can be called forttr as direct. exogenous adaptatlons' but which

on investigation are shown to be hereditary, and independent of any particular

environmental influence." Examples include the thickened skin on the soles of

humansr feet, the callosit les on the undersid.e of ostrichesr bodies (Iocated

so as to cushion tlre bird while sitting) , ild the flattened second molar of

tlie dugrong, used for mastication, which appears to have been much more conj.cal

in this animalsr evolutionary past.25

It is clearly pseudo-exogenous adaptations which lend themselves natur-

a1ly to explanation by genetic assimilatj-on. Waddington adrrits that genetic

assjmilation fails to ilh:nrinate the origin of exogenous adaptatS.ons. Yet he

fails to recognize that an indepth r:nderstanding of tkre processes of pseudo-

exogenous adaptation must be prem:Lsed up,on a prior understanding of the pro-

cesses of exogenous adaptation, and that tJle failure of genetic assimilation

to clarify the latter is a fundamental limitation of tttis theory.

Consider, for example, the qenetic assimj-lation of a threshold trait which

Waddington worked with experimentally--crossveinless wings in Drosophila melano-

gaster. In his experiments Waddington srrbjected Prosop4ila qlg". to heat shock

anA consistently selected and bred from crossveinless adult f l i-es. After 23

generations of treatment and selection, he found that an unusually high percen-

tage of flies in the selected line developed crossveinless wings even in the

absence of heat shock treatment; the trait had been genetically assimilated.
presumably, a process like ttrat illustrated in Figure 2 had occurred. TLre en-

vironmental stimulus--the heat shock--directed the ontogeny over a threshold

into a selectively favorable "canalr" and the obstructing col was eliminated in

many small steps in the course of selection.
yet how pertinent or informative is such an experiment to the problem of

adaptation in nature? This experiment, like nrost of those conducted by Wadding-

ton on genetic assimj-1ation, involved artificial rather than natural selection.

Because of the artificial selection regiime, there is perfect coupling of tfie

developmental and selective roles played by ttre environment; the envirorunental

arrow in Figure 2 pushes the developmental ball precisely where it should be

pushed for optirnal adaptation. The artificial selection regime ensllres, a

priori, that, the organism r,rill react to the environmental stimulus with the

optimaf response, i.e. an impeccable abil ity of the organism to adapt, exogen-

ously, to the environmental stimulus is produced as a by-product, an artifact,

of the experimental set-up. It is patently absurd to expect this kind of

situation in nature; there is no reason to expect the ontogenetic-somatic and

selective effects of the environment to be automatically coupled. For example,

to pose a purely hypothetical case, it is implausible to postulate that the

first primate to descend from the trees would have the capacity to respond to

pressure on the bottom of the feet witb adaptive callousing, unless, of course'

such a capacity had been evolved in response to similar pressures in the arbor-

eal environment.
Clearly, the possibil i ty of genetic assinr-Llation of a trait is always con-

tingent upon an initial ability to adapt, exogenously, to ttre appropriate en-

vironmental stimulus. Yet. in nature, thj-s exogenous adaptability must be the

product of selection that occurred prior to selection of the kind which is i1-

lustrated in Waddingtonrs experiment, i.e. selection must produce a capabil ity

of exogenous adaptation before pseudo-exogenous traits can be produced by the

dual selective and ontogenetj-c processes of genetic assimilation. fhus, in

zs.  waal ington (1975),  p.  30.
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nature, in the initial selective process which shapes the epigenetic landscape

in such a way as to enable exogenous adaptatiort to a particu.Lar environmental
stj-mu1us (d,igging the "cana1s" where the environmen! pushes tlte ball), ttre
selectj-ve and developmental roles of ttre envirorrment are not coupled. The
greater part of ttre complex process of shaping the epigenetic landscape must
occur by random mutation and selection, unaided by an environment whose d.evel-
opmental effects complement its selective pressu:res, in true statistical ran-
dom search "neo-Da::vrinianrt style--Waddington, at 1east, offers no alterna-
t ive.26

Waddington did conduet (at least) one genetic assinuilation experiment
which involved natural rather than artificj-al selection. This experiment,

26. ln an article enLitled 'rDoes Evolution Depend. on Random Search?t' (1975,
pp. 183-192), Waddington separates molecular evolution from morphological and
physiological evolution, stating that while random search may in fact account
for molecular evolution, "we certainly do not have to suppose that a vertebrate
eye, ttre leg of a horse, or the neck of a giraffe is in any important sense the
result of random search." GeneLic assimilatj.on is invoked in support of this
contention. Waddington argues that while the occurrence of any mutation is
random with regard to selection pressures, its effects need not be, for botlt
the environment and the coordinated system of d.evelopment of the organism will
deternr:Lne, to some extent, the phenotypic manifestations of the mutatlon. Tfiis
is il lustrated in Waddingtonrs figure 5.

genot,vPe
sPace

epigcnctic
.. sPace

.Y

a--------- -
a-------"

Figure 5. I l lustration of the process of natural selection
in higher organj,sms. We start wilh a populafion of genotypes
in a multidimensional rgenotype spacet (l). These are mapped
through a multidimensional space of epigenetic operators Q)
(operators arising from the environment are suggested by
dotted arrows), into an also multidimensional space of pheno-
types (3). This is then mapped, by some complex fr:nction, into
an essentially one-dimensional rf itness spacer (4) in which
the only varia-ble is the coefficient of fitness, or Malttrusian
parameter, i.e. the number of offspring produced. It is in the
fitness space that natural selection acts; but the fitnesses
which are within a tolerance limit of one another are in prac-

t ice indist inguishable.  (L975, p.  18)

yet (and ttris is precisely the point already stressed) Waddinqton has completely
ignored tkre question of how those epigenetic and environmental operators came
to be coordinated in such a way as to direct ontogenesis towards an adaptive
end, and genetic assinilation, as discussed earlier, is impossilcle unless ttrere
is such an a priori adaptive coordination of the epigenetic operators (or the
epigenetic landscape) and the developmental effects of the environment. the ini-
tial evol-ution of this coordination must depend on "random searchtt--again, at
least Waddington offers no alternative.

a
a

a
a
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however, does not respond to tlte criticisms just raised. In the experiment,

the selective regime was provided by an r:nusually salty medlum which killed

most of ttre Drosophila larvae grown up on ttris nedir:m. Waddington selected

several straj-rrs for ability to grow and develop on the medium, breeding from

the survivors for 2l generations. He then compared t}re ability of t}Ie selec-

ted strains to survive on mediums with high salt content to the ability of

unselected strains to survive on this medium. Wad.dington reports, r'The selec-

ted stocks became somewhat more tolerant of high salt concentration, though

ttre difference was not very great. However,...there is no doubt that some

genetic variability exists in the capacity of ttre animals to adapt themselves

to the environmental stress and that ttris geneillc variability has been utiliz-

able by the natural selection employednzT ttrus giving rise to some genetic as-

similation of ttris particular adaptive mode. The important point, however'

is contained in the first statement; the results indicate that even the un-

selected strains possessed a substantial capacity to adapt (exogenously) to

the stringent medium. In Figure 4 the shape (not level) of the curves repre-

sents the adaptability of ttre strains (adaptability = capacity to develop so-

matic adaptation to environmental stress): a rising curve indicates appropriate

response to increased salt concentration.
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Figure 4. Selected and unselected strains in three stocks

of D. melanogaster, in relation to the salt content of the

larval medium. Above, the size of the anal papillae at

various concentrations, in units derived from micrometer

measurements. Below, the percentage of adults appearing

from a given nurnlcer of eggs. For tkre wild-type stock,

two selected strains were prepared, one selected also

for early emergence and the other for late- the papillae

of the selected stocks were measured both in larvae derived

from parents grown in the selection-medium (seven per cent,

added salt) and in rrelaxedt l ines in which there had been

one generation on normal medium between the end of the

selection and the setting-out of larvae on the various

concentrations. (Waddington, f975) .
!t

27.  Waddington (1975) ,  p.  47.
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While Waddington claims that, "to some extent, " the shape of the curves of ttre

selected and unselected strains are different, they clearly appear quite sind-

lar. A1l the strains had a significant ability to ad.apt exogenously to the
stringent medj-um before the experiment was initiated; this adaptability was
not a consequence of tlre selected regime of the experiment. If an ability to
survive in salty me4iums was discovered as a pseud.o-exogenous adaptation in
wild Drosophila, Waddingtonrs experiment would not explain tlre evolution of
this adaptation; again, his work does not touch on the evolution of thre abil=
ity to adapt exogenously to ttre environment, an abiJ-ity which must be present

in a trnpulati-on before genetic assinullation can occur.
Given that the effj-cacy of genetic assinrj-lation is so clearly premised

upon €rn initial exogenous adaptability, it is rather peculiar that Waddington

could claim genetic assimilation as ttre "solution'r to the problem of adapta-

tion while blj.thety adrnitting that, as far as an explanati-on of the evolution
of exogenous adaptations is concerned:

At present, we hardly seem able to do better than produce

...the general argument--too general to be very satisfying

--that it is an advantage to animals to be able to adapt
successfully to new circumstances, and therefore natural
selection will have favoured those animals whieh by chance
had a hereditary endowment which enabled them to do so.28

Ttre above discussion reveals the production of exogenous adaptations to be at
the heart of the problem of adaptation. Waddington accomplished the partial

clarif ication of the much less enigmatic phase of the adaptation process.

Furthermore, how much insight has Waddj-ngton offered into the mechanism

of tlre latter phase in tLre evolution of heritable adaptations--ttteir genetic

assimilation? Waddington's clearest elq)ositions of the process of genetic

assimilation take his visual model of the epigenetic landscape, which is, in

essence, a system of canals, as a point of departure. Yet this whole explana-

tion system is a two-dimensional topographic schematization of developmental
processes which are in reality nultidimensional, as Waddington is the first to

admit. The central element of the explanation system, canali-sation, is ac-

cordingly a highly abstract concept which, in itself, offers no clues into

the remarkable biochemical coordinatj-on system it "describes." The limita-

tions of ttre canalisation model are nost clearly illustrated when one attempts

to apply it to the problems of complex coordinated adaptive physiological or

morphological systems, such as the eye, or the front limbs of the pangolin.
(Ttre pangolinrs front linbs are used for digging and accordingly require ap-
propriately coordifflted muscular, morpho'logical, and antomical structures.)

The evolution of such coordinated systems represents one of the anathemas to

a random mutation-selection approach ttrat ignores epigenetic processes, and

Waddington states that the role of genetic assinilation in evolution becomes

increasingly inportant "ttre rrnre one is dealing with evolutionary changes in

complex organs or organ systems which must be affected by numerous genes which

have to be integrated with one another."29
yet, when dealing with complex developmental systems which coordinate in-

ternal and external epigenetic interactions, the dimensionality of the coor-

dinating mechanism is extremely high, and ttre canalisation terminology and epi-
genetic landscape models, which are two dimensional abstractions, lose what-

ever schematized explanatory
recognized this:

*

power they had to offer. Waddington himseff

28. waddington ( f975) ,  p.  47.
29. Ib id. ,  p.  28.
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When only a single (environmental) stress is involved
and tbre response of the developing system shows a cer-
tain approxj-matj-on to an all-or-none character, as in
the temperature - shock or ether treatment experiments'
one cEtn represent ttre system by a diagram involving a
single col or even a sharply defined threshold- When one
considers the more complex stresses which arise in real
Iife, such a representation becomes npre difficult and
also more artif icial.30

So t|e very class of problems whi-ch, as Waddington recognizes, present the
greatest difficulty for the neo-Da:nrinian paradigrm, and which Waddington cites

as evidence for the fundamental importance of genetic assj-milation in errolu-

tion, are those very problems for whj-ch Waddingtonrs canalisaLlon model is

least satisfactory, and for which the process, the mechanism, of genetic as-

sisdlation is thus least clear.
To put Wadfj.ngtonrs contrjbuLion witb respect to the problem of adapta-

tion in perspective, consider the following sulnnary:
The evolutionary process which goes the route of genetic assimilation

occurs in two stages: A) within a population, genetic change and selection
lead to the evolution of an epigenetic system which ena.bles exogenous adapta-

tions to certaj-n environmental stimuli; B) Sone individr:als within the popula-

tion will be endowed witlr greater exogenous adapta.bility than others, and

selection will act on ttris variability molding the populationrs genetic struc-

ture in such a way as to render it. probable that the adaptation will eventually

be genetically assjmilated.3l Waddingtonrs work does not touch on the crucial

initial stage of the errolution of adaptations, for genetic assinilation can, at

best, enter into ttre latter part of stage A, when some coupling of the environ-

mentrs selective and epigenetic roles has been effected--again, the lwo "stages"
are not discrete. Waddington is responsible for recognition of the important

second stage of ttre process, and hj-s epiqenetic models, particularly his con-

cept of canalisation, are somewhat helpful in understandJ.ng the mechanism of
genetic assinr.ilation. Yet, when dealing with the complex adaptati.ons which
pose the greatest problems for neo-Darwinian evolutionary theory, Waddingtonrs

epigenetic visual models and the canalisation concept offer very little in-

sight into ttre nature of the process of genetic assimilation. His toPographic

explanation system is a two-dimensional simplifi-cation of processes clearly of

nuch higher dimensi.onaU-ty, and is therefore too simplified to serve as a use-

ful rnodel for understanding the nature of the Eenetic (and resulting epigene-

tic) restructuring which underlies genetic assi:nilation.

While Waddington has surely enriched evolutionary theory by introducing

the concepts of genetic assi-nrilation and developmental canalisation' the depth

and range of application of these ideas is stringently lirnited. Yet Wadding-

ton poses them as a solution Lo the problem of adaptation, and the basis of a

new "post-neo-Datsrinj-an paradigm.'r ILris paradigirn supposedly escapes the "neo-
Darwinian" dilenuna: the necessity of accounting for the apparent directedness,

or telic qr.rality, of evolution with an evolutionary process built, upon tLre

purely random reshuffling of nucleotide sequences and a non-teleological na=.

tural selection. Waddington states that whereas "the import of the previous

("neo-Darwinian") evolutionary theories can be sloganized by Jacques Monodrs

phrase rChance and Necessity, I the post-neo-Daniinian paradigrm would substi-

30.  Ib id. ,  pp.  55-56.
31. The two-phase description is purely schematic. the establishment of com-

plementarity between the developmental and selective roles of the environment

must occur gradually; tf ie two "phases" are not wholly discrete-
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tute slogans such as rl,earning and Innovationr' or rAdapting and Improvising, I

or, if you l ike a npre with-it jargon, rRecompiling and Heuristic Search.rn32

Ttris verbiage is exaggerated. Despite his proclamations of paradigm reformu-

lation, Waddington provides no articulate comprehensj-ve alternative to the

"random search'r model of evolutionary adaptation.

A CRITICA: A}IAIYSIS OF WADDINGTONIS EVOLUTIONARY TI{OUGHT:
PART 11: OTHER EVOLUTIONARY PROBI,EMS

Epigenetic concepts--particularly, perhaps, canalisation--have important

implications for a wide range of evolutionary issues. Yet, while Waddington

did ernploy epigenetics in tetling criticisms of ttre "neo-Darwinian paradi-grn,I'

genetic assinilation appears to be Waddingtonrs sole concrete positive con-

tribution to evolutionary theory. With the exception of the theory of gene-

tic assinilation, Waddington did very little to show how epigenetic ideas

could be constructively integrated into evolutionary theory. In countless

articles, Waddington utilizes general epigenetic pninciples to criticize the

prernises of ttre "neo-Datsrinian paradigm,I' offers genetic assj:nilation as the

foundation for an alternative view of the evolutlonary process, and does

litt le else. In ttre 1940s and 1950s evolutionists were struggling with a

broad array of challenging problems--from bradytely and tachytely to vesti-

gial organ retention. Yet, despite the relevance of epigenetics to many of

these issues, few find more than passing mention in Waddj-ngtonrs work. In

1956, Julian HuxJ.ey reviewed Waddingtonrs monumental Principles of Embryology.

He states:
My most general comment is that, alt'ttough Waddington has
done so much to link epigenetics with geneti-cs, he has.

not proceeded to make the furttrer link wittr evolution.33

Hu<leyts comment applies, not just to ttre Principles of Embryology, but to
the majority of Waddingtonrs work (again with the exception of those works

dealing with genetic assinullation and canalisation). When Waddington did
touch upon such problems, hJ-s treatment was generally cursory, and couched in
rather vague and general terms. Waddington did not, generally speaking, de-
velop his ideas into predictions, explanatory statements, or even questions
(easily testable or othe:srise) pertaining to a specific evolutionary context.

In a tittle article, "Epigenetics and Evolutionr" Waddington does go so far

as to isolate three specific problems which he believes are inadequately dealt

wittr by modern evolutionary theory, and attempts to illustrate how epigenet'ic
awareness may throw some new light on tlrese questions. Yet even here hi.s

treaEnent is rather suPerficial.
Waddington spends the bulk of ttre article discussing the problem of

tation, and Waddinqtonts proposed "solution" of genetic assimilation has

ready been discussed at length.

adap-
a1-

dif-T'he second problem Waddinqton discusses is that of "the nature of the

ferences between species or species groups-rt He states,

Goldschmidt, in particular, has arqued that in nature

certain fai-rly large groups of forms differ from each

ottrer in some way which is not directly comparable to

the manner in which the local races of a single species,

or the species of a single species group' are related.
*: t*

32.  Waddington (1975),  P.  v i .
33.J.Huxley, ' 'Epigenet ics: [AReviewof]@,' ' '

Nature 177 (1956):  PP. 807-809.
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He has spoken of an 'unbridgea.ble gapt betvreen such
major groupings...It certainly seems to the present
author that we are very far from having heard the last
word on the nature of the variations on which inter-
specific differences depend.34

In addressing this problem, Waddington states,
As regards the notion of an runbridgealrle gapr between
related species groups, it is sufficient to point out
that some such idea becomes aLmost a necessity as soon
as we think of development as a cybernetic process, in-
volving stabilization through feedback and similar mech-
anisms. Any system of such a kind must be regarded as
to some extent organized, and although an organized sys-
tem may be capable of some degree of continuous variation
around a meanf it cannot in general change tirough a con-
tinuous series of stages into another system of organiza-
tion. fhe latitude of possiJcle continuous variation and
the sharpness of the transition from one organizational sys-
tem to anotlrer will probably vary in different cases. Tlrere
j-s however, nothing unexpected if it is found that the epi-
genetic systems of the members of a genus exhibit a number
of relatively distinct alternative forms, to each of which
a certain, but restricted, f ield of variation is open. It
is suggested tLrat it is in such primarily developmental terms.
rather than in narrowly genic considerations, that an explana-
tion for the existence of species groups is to be sought.s)

Tlris statement, while provocative, hardly goes very far, and Waddington did
nottring to concretize his argnrments. To my knowledge, the ideas contained in
the quoted passage are not even reiterated in any of Waddingtonrs other pr:b-
l ications. He did not, as he might have, use these ideas to crit icise such
articles as Mayrrs 1954 paper, "Change of Genetic Environment and Evolutionr"
an attempt to explain species group differences on rather "narrow genic
grounds." Left in an undeveloped and general form, Waddingtonrs contention
that the existence of species groups should be investigated in primarily de-
velopmental, rather than genetical, tems is of l i tt le use to the field taxo-
nornist; nor is it even immediately convincing. Mayr sounds very Waddington-
esque in dj-scussing sibling species:

Systematists (including paleontologists) sti l l  tend to
correlate too closely the amount of phenotypic differ-
onca rvigfu ttre amount of qenetic difference. The cate-
gory of sibling species proves that such an equation
neglects to allow for manifestations of developmental
homeostasis. lhe occurrence of such species proves
that major construction of the genotype can take place
without any visible effect in the phenotype. The capa-
city of such species for developmental homeostasis must
be so great that any unbalancing genetic change is at
once compensated somewhere along the developmental
pathway.36
*

34. Waddington, "Epigenetics and Evolution." Symposia of the Society fgr
Experimental  Biology VII  (1953) :  p.  188.

36. E. uayr l  csH strmposium 24 (1959) :  p.  L2.
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Yet, if Mayrrs interpretation is correct, are not "narrowly genic considera-
tj.ons" of paramount importance in understanding the taxononic problems asso-
ciated with sibling species?

Lastly, Waddington addressed the third "major question mark in evolu-
tionary theory"--the adequacy of existing explanations for the range of evo-
lutionary rates--from bradytelic to tachytelj-c--in evidence in the fossiL
record:

Again, in consideraing the rate of evolutionary change and
dj-versification in various groups, it may be that the idea
of epigenetic canalisation provides a useful category of
thought which has so far been overlooked. A canalised sys-
tem is one which is diff icult to alter...the epigenetic
system itself may have become such a complexly interwoven
nexus of cybernetj-c interactions that it is either extremely
difficult to produce any phenotypic change at. all, or the only
possible changes may involve such a complete disruption of the
epigenetic organization that the phenotypes produced are highly
aberrent and thus probably at a strong disadvantage. It must
be adnitted that we know as yet very little about the strengttr
of the canal.isatlon in different forms, but perhaps enough has
been said to indicate that it is at least a concept which it
may be well to bear j-n nrind.37

Again, there is an j-nteresting idea here, and because of the nature of
the phenomenon being discussed, it is perhaps difficult to see how Waddington
could have done much more than speculate along the lines of ttre quoted pas-
sage. Yet, surely one of the three "major question marks in evolutionary
theory" deserves a l itt le less cryptic speculation. Schmalhausen, in 1939,
devoted a whole article (in Russian) to "fhe Significance of Correlation in
the Evolution of Animals," the fundamental theme of which is presumably cap-
tured in the following guotation from his book, Factors of Evolution:

...ttre rate of specialization (in the evolution of higher
forms of life) is definitely liraited. The transcend.ence
of this ljJnit, which involves the production of unharmoni-
ous nonadaptive forms, causes an excessive development of
parts, gigantj.sm, and extinction (Schmalhausen f939). This
limit, apparently, is set by the relaLive slowness of the
transformation of the correlation system witJrout which pro- r
gressive evolution is practically impossible (Schmalhausen,
1939).38

Mayr concretizes these ideas somewhat by applying them to bradytelic evolu-
t ion in horsesl

Even a gene mutation which leads to an improvement, in the
phenotype may have difficulties in such a system because it
will take a long period before it is fully fj-tted into tLre
total pleiotropic buffered gene-complex. Simpsonrs findings
that the tooth elongation of fossi.l horses was of the order
of only one millimetre per one mil1.i-on years is a suitable
il lustrati-on of t lr is process. To be of real value such an
funprovernent in tlre teeth has
ening of the upper and lower
adjustments of the skeleton,

to be correlated with a strength-
jaw and with numerous other re-
the muscl-es, and presumably even

37. Waddington, "Epigenetics and
38. I. I. Schmalhausen, Factors

n tvx-t9q

(ehilaaetphia: The Blakis-

E'rrn1 rr l - ' i  an rr
!Yv+se4vrr t

of Evolution
ton Co.,  L949),  L; .  279.
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ttre viscera and the nervous system. A11 these changes
require a ratkrer thorough overhauling of the total gene
complex. It is not often that selection permits a single
structure to rush far ahead of the other parts of the system
to which i t  belongs.39

This explanation, however, is not terribly convincing. ff valid, it would
predict that bradytelic evolution was the rule in the evolution of higher
forms of life, and leads to difficulties in rrnderstanding tachytelic evolu-
tion. Mayr later offered an alternate explanation for bradytelic evolution.
Picking up the theme of his d,iscussj-on of sibling species, he suggested that,
"developmental homeostasis is so highly developed as to prevent completely
the phenotypic penetrance of the concealed genetic changes." He goes on to
discuss tachytelic evolution along the same lines:

One night utilize the same phenomenon of developmental
homeostasis to explain the diametrically opposite evolu-
tionary phenomenon, the sudden, sometimes almost explosive,
breaking up of morphological types....None of the explana-
tions that are usually advanced...are partj-cularly convinc-
ing. It would seem nrore likely that some special event such
as a sudden shift in ecological balance or ttre rare occur-
rence of a successful hybridization has led to the upsetting
of the developmental homeostasis and has pernr:J-tted new selec-
tive forces to act upon the newly availabl-e phenotypic varia-
t ion.4o

Ttr.e important point, again, is that Waddington d.j-d not really explore the
evolutionary implications of hi.s epigenetic ideas as thoroughty as they de-
served, or, in some instances at least, with the same degree of insight or de-
tail that other evolutionists did. That pressing evolutionary questions are
often given short shrift in Waddingtonts writ lngs is certainly evident in The
Strategy of Genes, Waddington's most important work on evolution-related-
problems. In this book, Waddington again identif ies Lhe same three deficien-
cj.es in rnodern evolutionary theory, but the problems of "urrbridgeable gaps"
and evolutionary rates are hardly d.iscussed at all--Waddington does not even
repeat the prelimi-nary ideas quoted from 'rEpigenetics and Evolution."

A closer look at one aspect of the last Mayr quotation lends further sup-
port to the contention that Waddington failed to exploit the evolutionary po-
tential of his developmental ideas. Mayrrs argument hinges upon the idea that
a highly coordinated developmental system possessing homeostatic properties
may allow a build-up of genetic variability within a population. TLrJ-s poinw
was heavily stressed by Schmalhausen in Factors of Evolution:

ftre system of regurative corr@s normal
morphogenesis with a certain degree of protection against
disruptions by large hereditary variation, namely mutations.
The process of mutation becomes concealed to some extent;
this favors unhindered accumulation of numerous mutations
and formation of a large reserve of hereditary variability.
This reserve can be readily mobilized during changes in tJle
external environment and is one of the fundamental conditions
for high evolutionary plasticity of organisms. Accordingly,
the progressive development of regulating mechanisms steadily
***

39. E. Mayr, "Change of Genetic Environment and Evolution," in Evolution
as a Process (London: George A1en, 1954):  p.  166.

40. E. Mayr/  CSH 24,p.  13.
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increase the plasticity of higher animals and. provides
basic conditions for further evolution at an accelerated
rate.4l

Ttris hypothesis hits at a fundamental question in evolutionary theory: mech-

anisms for retention of genetic varia.bility. If the importance of the de-

scribed mechanism in nature approaches that attributed to it by Schnalhausen,
the implications fcr evolutionary theory are profound. For example, tJ:e as-

sumption ttrat a p,opulation subject to consistent, stiff selection pressures

will have its store of variability rather drastically reduced is important
in Sewall Wright's thinking, especially the evolutj"on of his "shift ing bal-
ance" theory of evolution. Wright's premise is supported by animal breeding

work (Wrightrs own area of experimental expertise) but its general validity

in large natural populations is open to question. It must also be kept in

mind that traits investigated in the laboratory (for example, coat color) are

often those least l ikely to be those with a strongily canalised or buffered

development (waddington) .
The point th.at developmental buffering can lead to a storage of genetic

variability and thus provide a population with evolutionary plasticity is by

no means a major theme in Waddington's work. He d.oes mention it in at least

one passage in The Strategy of Genes, but certainly does not lend it the em-

phasis its evolutionary significance deserves. His failure to question

Wrightts assumptions along the l ines indicated reveal, perhaps, that even in

his critj-cisms of mathematical models Waddington did not employ his epigene-

tics as extensively as he nuight have, and his crit icisms are accordingly less

effective than they rnight have been. In discussing the weaknesses of mathe-

matical models Waddington did not, in general, 9o much beyond stating that

the model assumption of one-to-one correlation between genotlpe and phenotype

was highly unrealistic; he did not clarify, explicit ly, how his epigenetic

ideas could indicate that the "tempo and mode" of evolutionary processes might

be qualitatively different from that implied in, for example, Wrightrs models.

To wit; he never stated bluntly: Wright's mathematicaL models supposedly show

that variability in an intermediate or large panmictic population with no im-

migratj-on is severely depleted by strong consistent selective pressures there-

fore rendering continued evolution diff icult, but the phenomenon of develop-

mental buffering renders this conclusion, and all deductions from it, somewhat

dr:bious.
Ttreories of epigenetics could be applied to many evolutionary questj-ons

other than those already discussed. Waddington again did not take tJ:e initia-

tive in these other directions, but other evolutionists did. Thus Dobzhansky

applies the concept of developmental buffering in discussing gene homology:

Genes so canalize the physiological processes that the egq'

the ernbryo and the adult body develop in certain species-
specific and genotype-specific ways. The presence of homo-

logous organs is, then, not necessarily good evidence of A.
persistence of identical, similar or even homologou" g.rru".*'

Later in the same article Dobzhansky explains how the complexity and interde-

pendence of developmental processes may provide explanations for such pheno-

mena as vestigial organs, which are diff icult to explain from a "bean bagi"

perspect ive:
Vestigial organs need not be determined by vestigial genes.

They are rather by-products of developmental processes which

4l-. Schmalhausen, Factors ^r Fr,^]rr+i  an 
^ 293.+vrr  t  I ' /  .

42.  Dcbzhansky, CSH 24, p.  23.
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bring about the appearance of vestigial as well as of non-
vestigial organs and characters....What advantage would

the organism get from so nodifying its development that

the vestigial organ will be gone but the rest of the de-
velopment will remain unchanged,? If there existed a one-
to-one relation between a gene and a trait (as classical
geneticists l iked to assume) then a vestigial organ would
make a gene unnecessary and it would disappear. But the
situation is really different: evolution does not consist

of independent changes of organs or traits; what changes is

the genetic system and the developmental system which rests

on l t .43
Lerner (1959) questions the generality of results obtained from experiments

on the genetics of any particular natura] population' stj-ll harping on the

lack of a one-to-one correlation between genotype and phenotype:

Identical phenotype expressions of two individuals from

different gene 5rcols, both of which may be at adaptive
peaks, i lEY be based completely on different genotypes

and developmental processes. The sequential nature of

evolutionary changes produces an irunense variety of solu-

tions to similar problems of adaptation, a fact which pre-

cludes single and universally valid explanations of obser-

vations on the population level.44

This statement is a l itt le too general to be very satisfying' but it does at

least broach an important issue, which again Waddington did not address.

TLrese examples have been cited to show that while epigenetic ideas cer-

tainly have a great deal to say about evolution, Waddington himself said very

litt le of it. Again, he did not, in general, develop his ideas into predic-

tions, statements, or questions pertaining to particular evolutionary situa-

tions. Wittrout such concretizing examples, all but the most general and theo-

retical evolutionary inplicatj-ons of epigenetics remain unclear. A brief

look at the evolutionary contribution of the mathematical models Waddington

was so fond of crit icising may serve to concretize these contentions somewhat

by i l lustrating more precisely what Waddington did not do.

Waddington offered some of the most sophisticated crit icisms of the

mathematical models of Fisher, Haldane, Wright., et, a1. For example, in dis-

cussi-ng Wrightrs theory of  dr i f t '  he states,
Sewal l  Wright.  " . is  wel l  aware of  the art i f ic ia l i ty  of

attaching flxed selective coefficients to individual
genes) and has, in fact, provided several discussions
(of genetic drift) which are couched in broader terms

and take account of the necessity to argue in terms of

complete qenotypes ratJrer than individual alleles- How-

ever, in order to do this one has to be content with ex-
pressing the various possibil i t ies in a qualitative man-

ner. Wright, in fact, describes them in terms of a mul--

ti-dimensional phase space of gene frequencies. .. . Such

a mode of expression can be very valuable in providing a

sec of terms--or even a visuaL model--in which one can work

out ideas which are otherwise diff icult to formulate- In

connection with the particular problem of drift, however,
*

+J. IDIO.,  p.  Zt  .

44.  Lerner,  CSH 2Q, P. 336.
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it loses touch with the point which is of crucial impor-
tance, namely the quantitative. Even if we are content
with the simplest formulations of the maLhematical theory
which yield explicit algebraic expressions containing

lparameters of population sLze, selective pressure,
nrigration, etc.l, we can in practice hardly apply then,
since the quantities concerned are exceedj-ngJ.y difficult
to measure under natural conditions; while if we proceed
to a ilpre profound and convincing theoretical account of
the situation, even any explicit reference to the parameters
disappears and we find ourselves left with nottring which will
help us to -Qecide how important the process of drift wil l be
in Nature.45

tlris is certainly an eloquent arg:rrment. Yet while it must be admitted that

Wrightts mathematics cannot "solve" the problem of the role of random drift

in evolution, j-t cannot be forgotten fhat his mathematical work did raise and

focus attention on this issue, which is of great importance for evolutionary

theory. Furthermore, Wrightrs work (among othersr) did identify and hiqhlight.

the crucial importance of certain parameters (such as population size and mi-
gration) in evolutionary processes, and in so doi-ng guided some of the field

work which became so important in evolutionary theory (Dobzhansky's working re-

lationship with Wright exemplif ies this). Waddingtonrs theoretical ideas cer-

tainly did not serve a simj-lar purpose. To a certaj-n point, this can be at-

tributed to the enig'matic nature of developmental process. Paraneters such as

population size and qene frequency can be identif ied, quantif ied (at least

theoretically), and uti l ized in evolutionary calculation. the identif ication,

let alone quantif ication, of the aspects of developmental system pertinent to

evolutionary process is more problematical. NevertheLess, it is not necessary

to formalize ideas mathematically in order to make predictive statements about

particular evolutionary circumstance. Waddington, however, did not do this.

vileile Waddingtonrs crit icism of Wright's mattrematical work is very tell ing, and

he is certainly correct in stating that Wrightrs fitness surfaces discard any

reference to identif iable paraneters, much of Waddingtonrs work is open to

the very objections he raises in crit icising Wright. The corpus of Wadding-

tonrs work represents an attempt to 'rproceed to a more profound and sonvinc-

ing ttreoretical account of the [evolutionaryJ sj-tuation," yet he virtually

never makes explicit reference to particular parameters, and, in viewing

Waddington's evolutionary thinking as a whole, we are left with very l itt le

which wil l help us decj.de to what degree, and in what ways, epigenetic proces-

ses are important for evolutionarlz tlreory. Waddingtonts claims of comprehen-

sive paradigm reformulation are insupportable.
This judgment, of course, by no means necessitates unequivocal rejection

of the evolutionary ideas and directions sketched in Waddington's work. In

fact, it may not be amiss to suggest that Waddingtonrs theory contains impor-

tant elements of a coherent conception of evolutionary system the full arti--

culation of which is yet to be achieved.

x*

45.  Waddington, Tkre Strategy of  Genes, P. 84.


